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Abstract

The e�ects of ambient turbulence on decay and descent of aircraft wake vortices are studied using a
validated, three-dimensional, large-eddy simulation model. Numerical simulations are performed in order to
isolate the e�ect of ambient turbulence on the wake vortex decay rate within a neutrally-strati�ed atmosphere.
Simulations are conducted for a range of turbulence intensities, by injecting wake vortex pairs into an
approximately homogeneous and isotropic turbulence �eld. The decay rate of the vortex circulation increases
clearly with increasing ambient turbulence level, which is consistent with �eld observations.

Based on the results from the numerical simulations, simple decay models are proposed as functions of
dimensionless ambient turbulence intensity (�) and dimensionless time (T ) for the circulation averaged over
a range of radial distances. With good agreement with the numerical results, a Gaussian type of vortex
decay model is proposed for weak turbulence, while an exponential type of vortex decay model can be
applied for strong turbulence. A relationship for the vortex descent based on above vortex decay model is
also proposed. Although the proposed models are based on simulations assuming neutral strati�cation, the
model predictions are compared to Lidar vortex measurements observed during stable, neutral, and unstable
atmospheric conditions. In the neutral and unstable atmosphere, the model predictions appear to be in
reasonable agreement with the observational data, while in the stably-strati�ed atmosphere, they largely
underestimate the observed circulation decay with consistent overestimation of the observed vortex descent.
The underestimation of vortex decay during stably-strati�ed conditions suggests that strati�cation has an
important inuence on vortex decay when ambient levels of turbulence are weak.

1. Introduction

For the purpose of increasing airport capacity, a
system is being developed under the National Aero-
nautic and Space Administration's (NASA) Termi-
nal Area Productivity (TAP) program that will con-
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trol aircraft spacing within the narrow approach cor-
ridors of airports. The system, called the Aircraft
Vortex Spacing System1;2 (AVOSS), will determine
safe operating spacing between arriving and depart-
ing aircraft as based on the observed or predicted
weather conditions. This system will provide a safe
reduction in separation of aircraft compared to the
now-existing ight rules, which are based on aircraft
weight categories. In order to develop this system,
research is being focused on understanding how air-
craft wake vortices interact with the atmosphere.
Previous studies indicate that transport and decay
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